Planning Season
Written by Brian Kelm

Now that it’s 2-0-1-8, it’s
engagement season for couples
that will soon be looking to
reserve their team of professionals. This can be a daunting
time, and they will be facing
many tough questions.
Who should you trust?
Who should you believe?
Where should you start?
These are all huge questions to consider when getting a grasp of everything involved in having a great
wedding experience! The reality is, it’s important to
have the right team of professionals behind you. They
will help make sense of what is important and determine how to best bring about your desired outcomes.
In essence, they utilize their expertise and break down
the complexities of a wedding into manageable pieces.
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They can break it down into definitive
actions to be taken over time, helping
bring your vision to life!
The most passionate and caring
professionals ask lots of powerful and
thought-provoking questions. They do
this because they recognize that your relationship comes before being bride and
groom. Be cautious about professionals
who ask very little about you and your
future spouse’s relationship or take it
less than seriously. When it comes to
this, a red flag is providing lots of fluff
but no concrete ideas or answers. Another key consideration is making sure
you meet with them face-to-face; how
else do you truly get to know someone?
When gathering, it is important to
consider the following:
What is your gut reaction to the
situation?
Are they trying to sell to you or truly
get to know you?
How much do they talk about
themselves versus how they plan to
serve you?

You have complete control over
who you reserve to represent you
on your wedding day. Do you want
someone who just wants to make a
sale or someone committed to serving
you? You may encounter both types of
people; remember that their actions and
integrity are on display throughout the
planning process!
Enjoy all that your engagement
can be, and if you want some honest
wedding answers, download my new
“No-nonsense Wedding Answers!”
eBook at www.briankelm.net/weddinganswers.
When it comes to the biggest day
of your life, you may be asking yourself
questions like, “How do I prepare?”,
“What can I expect?” or “Will everything flow well and be seamless?” Trust
me, you are not alone!
Brian Kelm, CWEP, CGWP, WED
Guild is a 25+ year wedding entertainment and planning professional that has
been all over the United States. Based
in Wisconsin. Serving Anywhere. For
the discerning, creative, non-conformist,
detail-oriented types. Q
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